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Ganesh Chaturthi, also called Vinayaka Chavithi, is an auspicious Hindu festival which is 
celebrated for 10 days every year. The festival is celebrated in the Bhadra month as per the 
Hindu calendar which generally falls in mid-August to September. It marks the birthday of the 
beloved elephant-headed Lord Ganesha. 
The following are the impacts on the environment and which causes harm to the human and 
environment.  
PLASTER OF PARIS: PoP contains calcium sulphate hemihydrate, a material that takes 
anywhere between months and years to fully dissolve in water. It reduces oxygen levels in the 
water, killing the fish and other aquatic life.   
DECORATION ELEMENTS:  Items like cosmetics, paint, ornaments, clothes, etc. increases the 
amount of Heavy Metals like lead, nickel, cadmium, and mercury. Heavy Metals increases the 
acid content, affects the PH balance, Poisons fishes, birds and humans. 
FLOWERS AND OILY SUBSTANCES: These substances raise the amount of organic and 
inorganic matter in water bodies and thus lead to water pollution. 
PLASTIC AND POLYTHENE BAGS AND SIMILAR ITEMS: These are hazardous materials 
and gravely disrupt and threaten aquatic life. The solid waste blocks the natural flow of water; 
which can cause stagnation and the breeding of mosquitoes and other harmful pests.   
EDIBLES: These substances elevate the grease, oil and the organic content in water bodies thus 
contributing to the damage of marine life. 
To avoid the above problems, NSS Unit of Tirumala Engineering College has organized an event 
Eco Green Ganesha Idol making and Distribution. We have collected the mud from nearby pond 
and brought to our college campus for making eco friendly ganesha idols preparation. NSS 
Volunteers participated in the event for making the idols. The ganesha idols prepared by the 
students distributed to all the students and faculty members by the college secretary and 
correspondent Sri Ravela Sathyanarayana garu. The management of the college appreciated all 
the students who involved in the making od eco friendly ganesha idols for their efforts in 
protecting the environment. 



 

 

Secretary and correspondent Sri Ravela Sathyanarayana garu Principal sir, NSS PO and staff  

 

Management Principal NSS PO and students at eco friendly ganesha  



 
 

 

Faculty membersand students participating in eco friendly ganesha idol making and distribution 

 

 

 

Secretary and Correspondent Sri Ravela Satyanarayana garu distributing ganesha idols to faculty 



 

 

Management and principal sir distributing ganesha idols to students 

 

Management principal, NSS Po and students parrticipating in eco friendly ganesha idol making 
and distribution 

 



 
 

 

Management principal, NSS Po and students parrticipating in eco friendly ganesha idol making 
and distribution 

 

Management principal, NSS Po and students parrticipating in eco friendly ganesha idol making 
and distribution 

 



Management principal, NSS Po and students parrticipating in eco friendly ganesha idol making 
and distribution 

Management principal, NSS Po and students parrticipating in eco friendly ganesha idol making 
and distribution 

Sign. of the Programme officer          Sign. of the Principal 


